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ABSTRACT

Light field is a large set of spatially correlated images of the same
static scene captured using a 2D array of closely spaced cameras. In-
teractive light field streaming is the application where a client contin-
uously requests successive light field images along a view trajectory
of her choosing, and in response the server transmits appropriate data
for the client to correctly reconstruct desired images. Thetechnical
challenge is how to encode captured light field images into a reason-
ably sized frame structure a priori (without knowing eventual clients’
view trajectories), so that during streaming session, expected server
transmission rate can be minimized, while satisfying client’s view
requests. In this paper, we design efficient frame structures, using
I-frames, redundant P-frames and distributed source coding (DSC)
frames as building blocks, to optimally trade off storage size of the
frame structure with expected server transmission rate. The key nov-
elty is to optimize structures in such a way that decoded images in
caches of neighboring cooperative peers, connected together via a
secondary network such as ad hoc WLAN for content sharing, can
be reused to further decrease the server-to-client transmission rate.
We formulate the structure design problem as a Lagrangian mini-
mization, and propose fast heuristics to find near-optimal solutions.
Experimental results show that the expected server streaming rate
can be reduced by up to83% compared to an I-frame-only structure,
at less than twice the storage required.

Index Terms— light field, interactive streaming, cooperative
caching

1. INTRODUCTION

Light field[1] is a large set of spatially correlated images of the same
static scene taken from a 2D array of closely spaced cameras.Be-
cause conventional display terminals show only one image ata time,
typically a client browses the light field data by observing single im-
ages in succession across time [2].Interactive light field streaming
(ILFS) [3] captures this media interaction between streaming server
and client: a client continuously requests successive light field im-
ages along a view trajectory of her choosing, and in responsethe
server transmits appropriate data for the client to correctly recon-
struct desired images for display.

The technical challenge for ILFS is to encode captured lightfield
images into a reasonably sized frame structure a priori, so that during
actual streaming session, the expected server transmission rate to the
client interactively selecting views is minimized. This isimportant if
the server-client connection is over an expensive and/or bandwidth-
limited link such as Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN). The
problem is challenging because at encoding time, the exact view
trajectory that a client will take at stream time is unknown,mak-
ing it difficult to employdifferential codingto reduce the transmis-
sion rate. Differential coding, typical in coding of single-view video

(with temporal dimension), assumes a previous frameFi−1 of time
instanti − 1 is available at decoder for prediction of target image
Fi of instanti, so that only (quantized) differentialFi −Fi−1 needs
to be encoded. If view trajectory in ILFS (with spatial dimension
and no temporal dimension) is not known at encoding time, then
no frame can be assumed to be available at decoder with certainty
for prediction of the target image, and traditional differential coding
cannot be applied as is. A simple alternative strategy is to forego
differential coding and encode every light field image as an indepen-
dently coded I-frame. However, this results in a large server trans-
mission rate because no inter-frame correlation is exploited for cod-
ing gain.

��
Fig. 1. System overview. A 2D array of closely spaced cameras
capture spatially correlated images. Server encodes images into a
frame structure. A client interactively requests images along her
chosen trajectory from the server, while sharing displayedimages
with neighboring peers locally.

In this paper, we derive new frame structures, using I-
frames, redundant P-frames [4] and distributed source coding (DSC)
frames [5] as building blocks, to optimally trade off storage size of
the structure with expected server transmission rate. The key novelty
over previous ILFS work is in optimizing structures in such away
that decoded images in caches of neighboring cooperative peers (co-
operative cache), connected locally via a secondary network such as
ad hoc WLAN, can be reused to decrease server transmission rate.
Scenarios where the clients are locally connected togetherwhile en-
gaging in ILFS with the server include 3D visualization in art muse-
ums or cultural heritage sites [6], where light field images of valued
objects like statues or temples were captured and prepared apriori.
When guests visit these sites, they can enrich their visual experi-
ence with alternative views of the same objects on their handheld
devices from different viewing angles and under different lighting
conditions. See Fig. 1 for an illustration.

To impart intuition for the structure design problem, consider
first the case where the server can perform encoding in real-time dur-
ing a streaming session, and tranmission in the peer-to-peer (P2P)
secondary network has negligible cost and delay compared tothe
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primary network. The minimum server transmission rate in this case
is to transmit at “the rate of innovation”; i.e., only uncorrelated in-
formation that is not already contained in peers’ cache needs to be
transmitted. For example, if peerX requests imageCi,j from the
server, the most “similar” imageCx,y in all peers’ cache is first for-
warded toX, and the server sends only differentialCi,j − Cx,y.
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Fig. 2. Example of ILFS frame structure. I-, DSC and P-frames
are denoted by circles, diamonds and squares, respectively. In this
example, imageCi,j has four coded versions: I-frameIi,j , DSC
frameW

(0)
i,j , and two P-framesPi,j(x, y) andPi,j(m, n).

Of course, our problem setting requires encoding of light field
images prior to stream time. To exploit correlation betweensimi-
lar imageCx,y in cooperative cache and requested imageCi,j , we
construct aredundantstructure at server—redundant in that a light
field image can be represented by more than one coded version—as
follows. An independently coded I-frame versionIi,j of targetCi,j

is first encoded. A differentially coded P-frame versionPi,j is then
encoded using a “merged” versionW (0)

x,y of Cx,y as predictor. See
Fig. 2 for an illustration. IfW (0)

x,y is not available at peers’ cache,Ii,j

is transmitted from server. IfW (0)
x,y is available at peers’ cache, then

W
(0)
x,y is forwarded to peerX via P2P network, andPi,j is transmit-

ted from server, where|Pi,j | < |Ii,j |. This results in two decoded
versions ofCi,j , Ii,j andPi,j , depending on the availability ofW (0)

x,y

in peers’ cache. To reconciliate these two versions into oneW
(0)
i,j , so

that mergedW (0)
i,j can be used as unique predictor for other images

(as done forCx,y), DSC is deployed. Essentially, transform coeffi-
cient bit-planes of decoded versions (Ii,j andPi,j in the example)
will be the same except for a few least significant bits (LSB),and
DSC encodes enough LSB bit-planes so that the same target canbe
decoded no matter which decoded version is used as predictor[5].

Clearly, the above construction creates a redundant P-framePi,j

for each similar imageCx,y to Ci,j , increasing storage but poten-
tially decreasing server transmission rate. The crux is to design
structures that select the right amount of redundancy to optimally
trade off storage size with server transmission rate. We show that by
optimizing this tradeoff, we reduce the expected server transmission
rate by up to83% compared to an I-frame-only structure, at less than
twice the storage required.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first review related
work in Section 2. We then overview our ILFS system and assump-
tions in Section 3. We formulate our structure design problem as
a Lagrangian minimization in Section 4, and present a fast heuristic
algorithm as a solution in Section 5. Results and concludingremarks
are presented in Section 6 and 7, respectively.

2. RELATED WORK

We discuss previous coding schemes for ILFS and discuss related
work on cooperative networks that exploit peers’ cooperation for
system-wide performance gain in different application scenarios.

2.1. Coding Structures for ILFS

The uncertainty of which predictor frame is available for differen-
tial coding of a target image during encoding time is a major source
of difficulty for ILFS, and novel coding structures have beenpro-
posed to address this [7, 8]. [7] assumed a user only switchesto a
adjacent view during an ILFS session, and hence one out of a small
subset of adjacent frames must be available at decoder for predic-
tion of the target image during a view-switch. [7] then proposed to
differentially encode one SP-frame for each predictor frame, so that
the server can transmit an SP-frame corresponding to the predictor
frame residing in the decoder during stream time. The identical con-
struction property of SP-frames ensures the same reconstruction of
the target image no matter which SP-frame (corresponding tothe
predictor frame in the decoder cache) was actually transmitted. For
the same assumption of adjacent view switches, [8] proposedto use
DSC instead, where the number of LSB bit-planes that need to be
transmitted depends on the quality of theside information, i.e., the
largest difference between the predictor frame at decoder and the tar-
get image. The key difference between [7, 8] and our work is that
we assumerandom accessis also possible in ILFS, where a non-
adjacent image can be selected by a client (see example user inter-
face in [2] where random access images can be selected naturally).
For these random access images, we optimize structures to exploit
content in cooperative cache to reduce server transmissionrate.

[4, 5] have studied redundant frame structures for interactive
multiview video streaming (IMVS), where a user can periodically
select one out of many views available at server as the streaming
video is played back in time. Though the notion of frame redun-
dancy is similar, we focus here instead on exploitation of content in
cooperative caches to reduce server transmission rate for ILFS.

2.2. Cooperative Multi-homed Networks

We stress that our assumption of devices connected to multiple net-
works simultaneously, such as WWAN to server and ad hoc WLAN
to neighboring peers, is a common one in the literature [9, 10, 11]
and in practice (e.g., smart phone), where different optimizations are
performed exploiting the multi-homing property. [9] showsthat ag-
gregation of an ad hoc group’s WWAN bandwidths can speed up
individual peer’s infrequent but bursty content download like web
access. [10] proposes an integrated cellular and ad hoc multicast ar-
chitecture, where the cellular base station delivered packets to proxy
devices with good channel conditions, and then proxy devices uti-
lize local ad hoc WLAN to relay packets to other devices. Recently,
[11] utilizes a secondary ad hoc WLAN network for local recovery
of WWAN broadcast / multicast packets lost during WWAN trans-
mission, exploiting peers’ cooperation. Our proposal extends this
body of work on cooperative multi-homed networks to ILFS, byex-
ploiting correlation between requested images and contentresiding
in peers’ caches to lower server transmission rate.

We note that our proposed redundant frame structures for ILFS
is applicable to multi-homed wireless networks motivated in this pa-
per, as well as heterogeneous wired networks. For example, aset of
clients connected together via a campus LAN want to access a light
field dataset located in a faraway network location.



3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1. System Overview

The system model we consider for ILFS is shown in Fig. 1. Cam-
eras in aM × M 2D array capture images from a scene of interest
and send these uncompressed pictures to a media server. The server
encodes these captured images offline into an optimized redundant
frame structureS of I-, P- and DSC frames for storage.

A client interested in ILFS is connected to the server via WWAN
(Wireless Wide Area Network). In addition, clients are alsocon-
nected to their one-hop neighbors via ad hoc WLAN (Wireless Local
Area Network). For each client’s view request, the server can send
the required data directly via WWAN (direct mode). It can instruct
the client to retrieve data from a neighboring peer (indirect mode).
It can also instruct the client to first retrieve a reconstructed image
from a neighboring peer, then send pre-encoded differential(s) be-
tween the requested image and the neighbor’s reconstructedimage
(mixedmode). Hence the secondary network provides image sharing
to alleviate heavy server-client transmission in indirectand mixed
modes.

3.2. View Interaction Model

An ILFS client remains in a streaming session for a random num-
ber of view switchesL before departing. As often done in lifetime
modeling, we will assume random variableL follows a Poisson dis-
tribution:

f(L) =
µLe−µ

L!
(1)

where the mean lifetimeE[L] is µ.
Captured images are arranged into a 2-D grid. LetCi,j be the

image captured by camera on rowi and columnj. We assume all
clients start an ILFS session at viewCxI ,yI . There are two kinds of
movement for each client:walk and jump. Walk movement means
the client selects adjacent views to the current view, resulting in a
contiguous view trajectory over time. In other words, having ob-
served imageCi,j , the client requests one of its adjacent views,
Ci±1,j±1. The probability for a client to select the walk movement
is denoted bypw. We assume that the probabilities of switching
to adjacent views are the same; thus, given the number of adjacent
views isNadj , the probability to each adjacent view ispw

Nadj
.

Jump movement means a client switches to further-away views
than adjacent views in the light field. Let the probability ofa client
selecting jump movement bepJ = 1 − pw. We assume all non-
adjacent images have the same access probability pJ

M×M−Nadj−1
.

3.3. Cooperative Peer Model

We assume that the average number of one-hop neighboring ILFS
clientsU participating in cooperative caching at any given time is
known. We assume also that the cache size of each client is suffi-
ciently large, so that until the client departs from her ILFSsession,
every displayed image is cached. The lifetime of each neighbor in
the system is also modeled by random variableL. We assume band-
width for the ad hoc WLAN is sufficiently large for allU peers in the
immediate neighborhood to share their images when needed. Thus,
bandwidth constraint in the ad hoc WLAN is not explicitly modeled.

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We formulate our frame structure design problem as a Lagrangian
minimization in this section. We first discuss how frames in agiven
structure are used during an ILFS session in Section 4.1. Using the

Fig. 3. An Example of Frame Structure

interaction and cooperative peer models discussed in previous sec-
tion, we then derive image display and caching probabilities (the
likelihood that an imageCi,j is requested and a coded version is
cached at neighboring peers) in Section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Us-
ing the derived probabilities, we define storage and server transmis-
sion costs for a given structureS in Section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
Finally, we define our Lagrangian minimization in Section 4.6.

4.1. Coded Frames in Frame Structure

Each light field imageCi,j can be redundantly encoded into struc-
ture S as I-frame, DSC frame and multiple P-frames, denoted by
Ii,j , Wi,j , andPi,j(x, y), respectively. For a givenS , there areKi,j

P-framesPi,j(x, y)’s, each encoded using coded versionW
(0)
x,y of

imageCx,y as predictor, and theKi,j P-frames are ordered in in-

creasing sizes:|Pi,j(x
1
i,j , y

1
i,j)| ≤ . . . ≤ |Pi,j(x

Ki,j

i,j , y
Ki,j

i,j )|. As
an example, Fig. 3 shows a frame structure for a3 × 3 light field,
where a single node(i, j) denotesall coded frames for imageCi,j .
Each edge from(i, j) to (x, y) indicates a P-framePi,j(x, y) has
been constructed for imageCi,j using coded version of non-adjacent
Cx,y as predictor. (P-frames using adjacent images as predictors
are not shown.) For example, imageC3,1 has a P-frameP3,1 using
coded version ofC2,2 as a predictor.

When a client requests imageCi,j from server, server first
checks if a neighboring peer has a merged versionW

(0)
i,j in cache.

If so, server instructs client to retrieveW (0)
i,j from neighboring peer

in indirect mode. IfW (0)
i,j is not in cooperative cache, then server

checks, in the order of P-frame sizes, if a merged versionW
(0)

xk
i,j

,yk
i,j

of a predictorCxk
i,j

,yk
i,j

of P-framePi,j(x
k
i,j , y

k
i,j) is available. If so,

server instructs client to retrieveW (0)

xk
i,j

,yk
i,j

from neighboring peer

and transmits differentially coded P-framePi,j(x
k
i,j , y

k
i,j) in mixed

mode. As an example, in Fig. 3, if client requestsC3,1 andW
(0)
2,2

is available in cooperative cache, thenW
(0)
2,2 is shared, and server

sends differentially codedP3,1(2, 2). In this mode, server sends in
addition DSC frameW (0)

i,j , so that all reconstructed versions ofCi,j

can merge into one unique decoded version. Because all predictors
for W

(0)
i,j are slightly different coded versions ofCi,j , W

(0)
i,j con-

tains no motion information and encodes only a few LSB bit-planes,
resulting in very small frame size|W (0)

i,j |. If none of the predictors
of P-framesPi,j ’s are in cooperative cache, then server transmits



I-frameIi,j and DSC-frameW (0)
i,j in direct mode.

Instead of encoding multiple P-framesPi,j ’s, each using a dif-
ferent predictorW (0)

x,y , an alternative is to encode asingleDSC frame
W

(1)
i,j with multiple predictors. In Fig. 2, DSC frameW (1)

m,n is en-

coded usingW (0)
i,j andW

(0)
x,y as predictors.W (1)

i,j essentially encodes
a set of motion information for each predictor, then encodesenough
LSB bit-planes of the transform coefficients of the motion residuals,
so that unique decoding is guaranteed no matter which predictor is
available at decoder. BecauseW

(1)
i,j encodes motion information, it

is much larger in size thanW (0)
i,j ; we call DSC framesW (0)

i,j and

W
(1)
i,j type0 DSCandtype1 DSC, respectively [5]. The advantage

of using type 1 DSCW
(1)
i,j over multiple P-framesPi,j ’s is stor-

age saving, since only one frame is encoded. The disadvantage is
transmission rate, since a fairly large type 1 DSCW

(1)
i,j needs to be

transmitted no matter which predictor is available at the decoder.

4.2. Image Display Probabilities

We model transition from images to images in ILFS using a discrete-
time Markov chain. Specifically, we construct aN × N transition
matrix A, whereai∗M+j,x∗M+y is the view transition probability
of a client selecting imageCx,y after viewingCi,j . From earlier
discussion on view interaction model, each entry inA can be written
as:

ai∗M+j,x∗M+y =

8

<

:

0 if x = i, y = j
pw

Nadj
if |x − i| ≤ 1, |y − j| ≤ 1

pJ

M×M−Nadj−1
o.w.

(2)

Let 1 × N initial probability vectorbeg, wheregi∗M+j is the
probability that client selects imageCi,j as starting view.g has only
one non-zero entry:gxI∗M+yI corresponding to initial starting view
CxI ,yI has value1. We can hence calculate the image display prob-
ability p(l) afterl view transitions by computinggAl:

p(l) = gA
l (3)

wherepi,j(l) = pi∗M+j(l) is the probability of imageCi,j being
displayed after exactlyl transitions.

4.3. Image Caching Probabilities

Once an image is decoded and displayed at a peer, it is stored in
the peer’s cache, which can then be shared by neighboring peers
via ad-hoc WLAN. The probability for a coded version ofCi,j to
be cached by a neighbor,qi,j , is subject to two factors: the image
display probabilitypi,j(l) afterl view transitions, and the number of
neighboring peersU . Given each one ofU neighbors has a random
lifetime L, the expected current “age”l (number of completed view
transitions) of a live neighbor when an ILFS client selects an image
is:

E[l] = E[E[l|L]] = E[L/2] = µ/2 (4)

A live neighbor of ageµ/2 would have cachedCi,j if Ci,j was
viewed within µ/2 view transitions. We can now writeqi,j as 1
minus the probability that none of theU neighbors have switched to
imageCi,j in µ/2 view switches:

qi,j = 1 −

0

@

µ/2
Y

l=0

1 − pi,j(l)

1

A

U

(5)

4.4. Storage Cost

The storage cost of structureS in the server can be calculated by a
sum of all frames in the structureS as following:

B(S) =
X

Fi,j∈S

|Fi,j | (6)

For given imageCi,j , size of an I-frame, DSC frame and P-
frame are|Ii,j |, |Wi,j | and|P x,y

i,j |, respectively. Size of an P-frame
|P x,y

i,j | depends in general on the correlation between the target im-
ageCi,j and the predictor imageCx,y, which in turn depends on
the Euclidean distance between(i, j) and(x, y). |Ii,j |, |Wi,j | and
|P x,y

i,j | can be obtained empirically using codecs such as H.263 [12]
for I- and P-frames and [5] for DSC frames.

To summarize, we can write|Fi,j | simply as follows:

|Fi,j | =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

|Ii,j | if Fi,j is a I-frame
|W

(0)
i,j | if Fi,j is type 0 DSC frame

|W
(1)
i,j | if Fi,j is type 1 DSC frame

|Pi,j(x, y)| if Fi,j is a P-frame

(7)

4.5. Server Transmission Cost

We can now derive the server transmission costC(S) from the server
to a client over a ILFS session as follows. A ILFS client can have
a lifetime ofL view transitions with probabilityf(L), and for each
transitionl of L total transitions, it can be either in walk or jump
movement, resulting in transition costtrw(l) and trJ (l), respec-
tively:

C(S) =
X

L

f(L)

"

L
X

l=0

pwtrw(l) + (1 − pw)trJ(l)

#

(8)

For walk transition costtrw(l), for each possible chosen image
Ci,j with probability pi,j(l), it incurs a server transmission cost if
the image does not already reside in cooperative cache with proba-
bility 1− qi,j . Given that walk movement implies that the presently
observed frame is an adjacent view of the requested view, we approx-
imate the transmission cost to be the average size|P adj

i,j | of Pi,j ’s

using adjacent frames as predictors, plus DSC frameW
(0)
i,j of Ci,j :

trw(l) ≈
X

i,j

pi,j(l)(1 − qi,j)
“

|P adj
i,j | + |Wi,j |

”

(9)

For jump transition costtrJ(l), we assume the client has not
previously viewed the requested image (and hence does not reside in
her own cache). If imageCi,j does not reside in cooperative cache
either, then server checks, in increasing order of size of P-frames
Pi,j ’s (if multiple P-frames are used instead of type 1 DSC frame),
if any one of predictorsW (0)

xk
i,j

,xk
i,j

’s is in cooperative cache. If so, it

incurs costpri,j(k) if the k-th predictor is the first predictor found.
If not, it incurs costnpi,j .

trJ (l) ≈
X

i,j

pi,j(l)(1 − qi,j)

2

4

Ki,j
X

k=1

pri,j(k) + npi,j

3

5 (10)

If k-th predictor is found in cooperative cache, then correspond-
ing P-framePi,j(x

k
i,j , y

k
i,j) (if multiple P-frames are used) or type



1 DSC frameW (1)
i,j (if type 1 DSC frame is used), and type 0 DSC

frameW
(0)
i,j , are transmitted from server in mixed mode:

pri,j(k) =

"

k−1
Y

h=1

(1 − qxh
i,j

,yh
i,j

)

#

qxk
i,j

,yk
i,j

h

spi,j(k) + |W
(0)
i,j |

i

spi,j(k) =



|Pi,j(x
k
i,j , y

k
i,j)| if multiple Pi,j ’s for Ci,j

|W
(1)
i,j | o.w.

(11)

If none of theKi,j predictors of P-framesPi,j ’s are in cooper-
ative cache, then I-frameIi,j and type 0 DSC frameW (0)

i,j must be
transmitted from server in direct mode:

npi,j =

2

4

Ki,j
Y

h=1

(1 − qxk
i,j

,yk
i,j

)

3

5

“

|Ii,j | + |W
(0)
i,j |

”

(12)

4.6. Optimization Problem Definition

We can now formally define the search for the optimal redundant
frame structure for ILFS as a combinatorial optimization problem:
find structureS , using I-, P- and DSC frames as building blocks,
in feasible space1 Φ that possesses the smallest possible expected
transmission costC(S) while a storage constraintB(S) is observed.
We denote this optimization problem as:

minS∈Φ C(S) s.t. B(S) ≤ B (13)

Constrained optimizations such as (13) are usually difficult, and
so we focus next on solving the corresponding unconstrainedLa-
grangian optimization for given Lagrange multiplierλ instead:

min
S∈Φ

J(S) = C(S) + λB(S) (14)

5. REDUNDANT FRAME STRUCTURE DESIGN

To find a structureS that minimizes Lagrangian cost (14) for given
λ, we present a greedy algorithm in this section where in each itera-
tion step, the Lagrangian cost is locally minimized.

5.1. Algorithm Overview

We first overview the algorithm. We first initialize a structure S

with an I-frameIi,j and a type 0 DSC frameW (0)
i,j for every im-

ageCi,j in the light field. This guaranteesS is feasible. Then, for
each iteration, for each imageCi,j wenominatea candidate P-frame
Pi,j(x, y) with predictorW (0)

x,y—one that reducesS ’s Lagrangian
cost the most. Among candidates of all imagesCi,j ’s, we select the
best candidatePi,j(x, y) as the one that can most reduce the struc-
ture’s Lagrangian cost. We implement the best candidatePi,j(x, y)
either as a new P-frame representation of imageCi,j , or as a type
1 DSC-frame bymergingall the existing P-frames of imageCi,j

(if any) plusPi,j(x, y) to a DSC frameW (1)
i,j . The procedure of

nominating, selecting and implementing candidate P-frames contin-
ues until no more new P-frames can be found that can further reduce
Lagrangian cost.

1A feasible structure is one where any possible request by client for image
Ci,j can be fulfilled, even if the image is not available in cooperative cache.

5.2. Algorithm Complexity Reduction

To speed up the proposed algorithm, we discuss two simplifications
to reduce computation complexity. We observe that solving (8) re-
quires two nested loops of large number of iterations (for all L’s,
L ∈ Z+, such thatf(L) > 0). To reduce its complexity, we solve
instead the followingquantizedversion, wheref(L) is divided into
Φ equal-size probability ranges, and within each rangeθ we com-
pute the expected lifetimelθ as representative of that range. We can
now writeC(S) as:

C(S) ≈
Φ

X

φ=1

1

Φ

"

φ
X

θ=1

pwtrw(lθ) + (1 − pw)trJ(lθ)

#

(15)

(15) amounts to quantization off(L) into Φ discrete points of equal
probability, andC(S) is evaluated only at thoseΦ points. Complex-
ity of (15) is now onlyO(Φ2), where we chooseΦ to be a small
integer.

The second observation is that Lagrangian objectiveJ(S) in
(14) is a sum of local Lagrangian terms for individual light field
imagesCi,j ’s. To see that, we first note that the storage cost term
B(S) in (6) is a sum of frame representations of individual images
Ci,j ’s. For transmission costC(S), we can rewrite (8), (9) and (10)
by rearranging the order of summations, so that transmission cost is
also a sum of individual contributions from different images Ci,j ’s:

C(S) =
X

i,j

X

L

f(L)

"

L
X

l=0

pwtrw,i,j(l) + (1 − pw)trJ,i,j(l)

#

trw,i,j(l) = pi,j(l)(1 − qi,j)
“

|P adj
i,j | + |Wi,j |

”

trJ,i,j(l) = pi,j(l)(1 − qi,j)

2

4

Ki,j
X

k=1

pri,j(k) + npi,j

3

5 (16)

The corollary of the second observation is that when searching
for a P-frame candidatePi,j(x, y) for imageCi,j , we only need to
compare the change in Lagrangian costfor this imageCi,j only, in-
stead of the entire structureS . The amount of computation required
is hence drastically reduced.

6. EXPERIMENTATION

6.1. Experimental Setup

To validate the performance of our discovered frame structures, we
set up the following experiments. For light field data, we down-
loaded a9 × 9 light field image sequencebunny from [2], each
image of size1024 × 1024. To encode I- and P-frames, we used an
open source H.263 encoder [12], and for type 0 and 1 DSC frames,
we used the same codec in [5]. Quantization parameters were set
so that the Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR) of the encoded frames was
around32dB. Default values for parameters of the ILFS setting were
set as follows: walk movement probability waspw = 0.65, aver-
age lifetime of a ILFS peer wasµ = 40 switches (about half the
light field images), average number of one-hop neighboring peers
wasU = 4, Lagrange multiplier in (14) wasλ = 0.02. Depending
on the particular experiment performed, one parameter was varied to
observe its effect on performance.

We compare performance of our generated structures (opt)
outputted from our optimization to three fixed frame structures.
I-only encodes only one I-frameIi,j for each light field image
Ci,j and performs no cooperative caching.P-adj encodes in ad-
dition four P-framesPi,j ’s for imageCi,j , one for each adjacent
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Fig. 5. Expected transmission rate of different frame structuresfor
different walk movement probabilitypw, and different number of
cooperative neighboring peersU , respectively.

image (horizontal or vertical) ofCi,j , and a type 0 DSC frameW (0)
i,j

for merging. P-adj-nc performs no cooperative caching, while
P-adj-c performs cooperative caching.

6.2. Experimental Results

In Fig. 4, we see the tradeoff between expected transmissionrate
(expected number of bits transmission per ILFS session) andstorage
(number of bits) for different frame structures. Foropt, we varied
λ from 0.002 to 0.064 to induce different tradeoffs. We first see
that P-adj-nc, similar to structures proposed in [7, 8], reduced
transmission rate by17% compared toI-only. With cooperative
caching, however,P-adj-c further reduced transmission rate by
66% compared toP-adj-nc. The overhead forP-adj-nc and
P-adj-c is an increase in storage by70% over I-only. As λ
decreased, we see thatopt can reduce transmission rate by40%
compared toP-adj-c. Notice that even at the right-most point of
opt, the storage requirement is less than twice the size ofI-only,
which is quite reasonable in practice.

In Fig. 5(a), we see the performance of different frame struc-
tures in expected server transmission rate as function of walk move-
ment probabilitypw. As expected, aspw increased, the likelihood
of an adjacent image being selected increased, and transmission rate
of P-adj-c andP-adj-nc decreased. In contrast, the value of
non-adjacent P-frames (and type 1 DSC frames) decreased aspw

increased, and the performance ofopt worsened slightly. Note
also that for smallpw, P-adj-nc actually performed worse than

I-only, due to the overhead in type 0 DSC framesW
(0)
i,j ’s, a point

that was overlooked in previous work [7, 8].
In Fig. 5(b), we see the transmission rate of different framestruc-

tures as function of number of one-hop neighboring peersU . As ex-
pected, more peers meant better performance forP-adj-c andopt
that exploited cooperative cache. The important observation here is
that even if there is only one cooperative peer, the improvement of
opt over other structures is significant.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the frame structure design problemfor in-
teractive light field streaming (ILFS). Unlike previous work on ILFS,
we design structure so that decoded images residing in neighboring
peers’ cache can be shared, either for display directly or aspredictors
to the desired images, so that the server transmission rate can be fur-
ther reduced. Using I-frames, redundant P-frames and two versions
of distributed source coding (DSC) frames, we formulated the struc-
ture design problem as a Lagrangian minimization problem. We pre-
sented a greedy strategy to grow a structure so that Lagrangian cost
is locally minimized at every iteration. Experimental results show
that our generated structure can reduce server transmission rate by
up to83% compared to the I-frame-only structure, at less than twice
the storage required.
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